
Power of Saturn by Vishwanath
Hiremath (Astro Vish)
Whilst Chaya was pregnant she was too confused handling the
secret that she was the shadow of and not the true wife of
planet Sun due to that burning heat of planet Sun and she
being a shadow Lord Saturn was born very dark, So planet Sun
doubted at Chaya that it can’t be his child due to dark
complexion and didn’t accept him as his son, Saturn quickly
gazed at his father and turned him

Will there be a third wave
during  Kalsarp  Manohar
Khushalani asks Astrovish
aalsarp dosh means Inauspicious planetary position. It can
also be auspicious depending on Rahu and Ketu placement. Dosha
means inauspicious, Yog means auspicious Rahu and Ketu are two
different bodies and one soul Ketu, eclipses planet sun who is
the king of zodiac , Rahu eclipses astrological planet moon
who is the queen of the zodiac. Astrologically, will Kalsarp
undo it’s grip, if so, When?
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AstroVish  to  Manohar
Khushalani:  Will  This  Covid
Nightmare Ever End?
in December 2019, in the earths horoscope, all the planets
were on one side of the vertical axis and Rahu was on the
opposite side – hence creating strong negative effects of
COVID 19. Why then the second wave has come, and will it ever
go or are we doomed to suffer til eternity as wave after wave
strikes us with Covid 19/20/21….Watch the Discussion

AstroVish  with  Manohar
Khushalani : Consequences of
the  Conjunction  between
Saturn and Jupiter
StageBuzz  is  a  Lifestyle  Magazine.  Any  thing  creative,
cultural, insightful that adds to your quality of life, finds
its way here. So why not Astrology for those who believe in it
With this webinar we begin a column on Astrology
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